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Isabella and Phineas's relationship | Phineas and Ferb Wiki |
FANDOM powered by Wikia
Phineas may have romantic feelings for Isabella because after
Isabella kisses him, he seems surprised but delighted. He then
tries to stop Carl from shooting the.
Isabella Kissed a Fella - Ben Bernie & His Orchestra | Song
Info | AllMusic
The song Let it Snow, Let it Snow, Let it Snow has a romantic
nature and during the song Isabella lightly kisses a snowman
shaped like Phineas on the nose.
Isabella and Phineas's relationship | Phineas and Ferb Wiki |
FANDOM powered by Wikia
Phineas may have romantic feelings for Isabella because after
Isabella kisses him, he seems surprised but delighted. He then
tries to stop Carl from shooting the.
Isabella and Phineas's relationship | Phineas and Ferb Wiki |
FANDOM powered by Wikia
Phineas may have romantic feelings for Isabella because after
Isabella kisses him, he seems surprised but delighted. He then
tries to stop Carl from shooting the.

List of Isabella and Phineas's romantic moments | Phineas and
Ferb Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Isabella seizes the moment and kisses an extremely surprised
Phineas Flynn. ( This is from the movie "Across the 2nd
Dimension".) I love the.
Kissed by sunset | Isabella Trance | Flickr
“That's my Isabella.” He tugged her to him and swiftly undid
the rest of the buttons on her nightdress. Warm, supple woman
waited for him inside. Mac kissed her.
Isabella Kissed Me, a phineas and ferb fanfic | FanFiction
Phineas may have romantic feelings for Isabella because after
Isabella kisses him, he seems surprised but delighted. He then
tries to stop Carl from shooting the.
Related books: The Shadowflight Saga: Mark of the Dark Sworn,
February Stories, For The Love Of A Sister, The Painful Dance,
Vietnam War (America at War (Chelsea House)), Filboid Studge,
the Story of a Mouse that Helped (Penguin Modern Classics).

Isabella also jumps to Phineas's defense when he is in danger
or insulted. The two happily embrace, and finally become an
official couple.
Though,asNanaShapirotellshimthatIsabellaisleavingearlyforcollege,
Jeremy tries Isabella Kissed kiss the Romantic duplicate of
Candace, but the Busting duplicate of Isabella Kissed drags
her away before he can reach. On their way back to Danville,
the baguette boat falls completely apart, and they crash land
on a deserted island with only a "big fat ox" for company. It
is also possible that she just remained good friends with the
Flynn-Fletcher family, so that Candace's kids call her "Aunt
Isabella" even though they are not actually related.
Contents[show].Either way he never gives Isabella what she
wants: The snowman quickly melts after she does .
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